Most detailed mapping of virus “sugar
shield”
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Researchers in Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Theoretical Division along with their
partners from Scripps Research Institute developed a novel imaging method that led to
the most detailed glycan (or sugar molecule) mapping of HIV. These sugar molecules
shield the virus from the immune system, and therefore, gaps where sugar is lacking
are ideal for vaccine targeting.
Sugar shields, which are extremely dynamic and flexible, have been notoriously difficult
to image; however, they are incredibly important for HIV, influenza, and coronavirus
treatment. The density of this protective barrier can vary over the viral spike proteins,
essentially determining where antibodies can and cannot bind.
The researchers used an integrated approach to imaging that included cryo-electron
microscopy, computational modeling, and site-specific mass spectrometry. This novel
method delivered the first-ever detailed mapping of sugars on the HIV spike protein,
known as Env.
Along with sugar location, the researchers gained an understanding about the dynamic
nature of the molecules. They found that the individual sugars don’t just move around
randomly on the spike protein’s surface, rather the sugars clump together in tufts and
thickets, interacting with each other.
Likewise, when the researchers began removing the sugars from Env, they found the
functionality, shape, and stability of Env began to fall apart. This elucidated a new role
of which the researchers were unaware the sugars were playing.
“Being able to visualize and quantify the glycan shield in such extraordinary detail gives
us an edge in the ongoing battle against viruses,” said lead author Srirupa Chakraborty,
a postdoctoral researcher in Theoretical Biology and Biophysics and the Center for
Nonlinear Studies.
This new sugar-shield mapping approach is poised to aid vaccine design and
development for many glycogen-shielded viruses, including HIV.
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